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Placing a Value on Your Shipment
The Order For Service you will sign with Atlas provides two options for
placing a value on your shipment. The value that you select sets the
limit of Atlas’ maximum liability for loss or damage to your goods.
These optional levels of liability are not insurance agreements that are
governed by state insurance laws, but instead are authorized under
Released Rates Orders of the Surface Transportation Board of the U.S.
Department of Transportation.

Before you sign the Order For Service with Atlas, you must decide how
much your articles are worth and declare a value for your shipment.

• Option 1 — Full Value Protection is the most comprehensive
plan available for protection of your goods. When you select this
option, articles that are lost, damaged or destroyed will, at Atlas’
option, be either repaired, replaced with articles of like kind and
quality, or a cash settlement will be made for the repairs or for
replacement of the articles at their current value, regardless of the
age of the lost or damaged articles.

Under this option, you have two choices for establishing Atlas’
maximum liability on your shipment:

1. You can declare a value based on the weight of your shipment,
multiplied by an amount of not less than $6.00 per pound,
or

2. You can declare a higher lump sum amount (for example,
$30,000).

The cost for option 1 is shown on the Full Value Protection Options
(next page). The value you declare on your shipment must be at
least equal to the weight of your shipment multiplied by $6.00 per
pound, subject to a minimum declaration of $10,000. For example,
if your shipment weighs 4,500 pounds, the minimum value that
you must declare is $27,000* (4,500 pounds multiplied by $6.00 per
pound). You can also choose a higher lump sum amount based on
your estimate of what it would cost to replace all of your shipment.

• Option 2 — Minimal Protection - 60 Cents Per Pound Per
Article is the most economical option available. This level of
protection is provided at no additional cost; however, it only
provides minimal protection. Under this option, Atlas assumes
liability for no more than 60 cents per pound per article for loss or
damage. This means that claims are settled based on the weight of
the individual article(s) multiplied by 60 cents. For example, if a 10
pound stereo component valued at $1,000 were lost or destroyed,
Atlas would be liable for nomore than $6.00 (10 pounds multiplied
by 60 cents).

Obviously, you should think carefully before agreeing to such an
arrangement. This value option is considerably less than the typical
value of household goods. There is no additional cost for this
minimal protection and you must make a specific statement on
the Order For Service agreeing to it.

Notes:
1. Atlas is permitted to make annual adjustments in the table of values

and charges shown in this brochure to reflect changes in the U.S.
Department of Labor Consumer Price Index.

2. When storage-in-transit is provided, an additional valuation charge
applies for the time your shipment is in storage.

What You Must do to Declare a Value on Your Shipment
The Order For Service you will execute with Atlas contains the
Customer’s Declaration of Value. You should fully understand its
contents since you will be required to declare a value for your
shipment and sign the Declaration certifying that you did so.

If you do not sign for valuation you will automatically receive Full
Value Protection with no deductible and will be charged for it.
Before completing the Order For Service, we recommend that
you carefully read the sample Declaration (next page) and follow
the instructions provided in the numbered directions (below).

One — Read the Declaration and evaluate your needs.

Two — Declare a specific valuation.

A. To select Option 1 — “Full Value Protection,” at $6.00 per pound
per article (minimum $10,000), initial Line �.

B. To select Option 1 — “Full Value Protection” for an amount
different than under � initial Line� and write on Line� or
� either:

1. A higher lump sum dollar amount (for example, $30,000), or
2. A per pound amount which cannot be less than $6.00 per pound.

An additional charge applies when you select this option (see the Full
Value Protection Options - next page), but this higher level of valuation
is much more likely to cover the value of your entire shipment and all
of the articles included in your shipment.

When you select Option 1, you must also choose one of the three
deductible levels of coverage. To do so, you must initial on:

• Line � to select no deductible, or• Line � for a $250 deductible, or• Line � for a $500 deductible.

B. To select Option 2 — “Minimal Protection of 60 Cents Per Pound
Per Article,” write the words “60 cents per pound” on Line 	.

Remember, this Option is provided at no additional charge; however,
the protection provided by this option is considerably less than the
average value of typical household goods, and you should understand
that any recovery from Atlas for loss or damage will be nominal.

Three — You must SIGN AND DATE THE CUSTOMER’S
DECLARATION OF VALUE on Lines 
 and �.

Four — Be certain that you understand the material contained in this
booklet and if you do not, ask your Atlas agency representative for
more information.

VALUATIONOPTIONS:WHAT’S RIGHT FORYOU?
ProtectYour Belongings…By Choosing the Option that’s Right forYou.

*the minimum valuation would be rounded up to the next category listed
on the Full Value Protection Options (next page).
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Full Value Protection Options

CUSTOMER’S DECLARATION OFVALUE -THIS IS ATARIFF LEVEL OF CARRIER LIABILITY - IT IS NOT INSURANCE
Atlas offers two levels of liability for loss, damage or destruction of your shipment: FullValue Protection andMinimal Protection.The option that applies establishes Atlas’maximum liability for your goods, subject
to the rules contained in Atlas’ tariffs. If you do not select an option, by law, you will receive FullValue Protection under Atlas’ tariffs as specified below,with no deductible. You will be charged for
this coverage according to Atlas’ tariffs.
OPTION 1: Full Value Protection. Under Full Value Protection, unless you declare a higher value for your shipment, your shipment will be transported based on a value of not less than $10,000 or $6.00 per
poundmultiplied by the actual weight of the shipment, whichever is greater. Subject to the value established for your shipment, if any article is lost, destroyed or damaged while in Atlas’ custody, Atlas will either
1) repair the article to the extent necessary to restore it to the same condition as when it was received by Atlas or pay you the cost of such repairs; or 2) replace the article with an article of like kind and quality
or pay you for the cost of such a replacement. An additional charge applies for this option.To avoid this additional charge, you must select and sign for Option 2, Minimal Protection.
If you declare a value for your shipment that is less than the actual replacement cost of your entire shipment, you waive Atlas’ liability for the full value of your household goods to the extent that the total
replacement cost exceeds the value that you declare.
To select Full Value Protection, complete the following:
_____ (initial) I select Full Value Protection and declare that the value of my shipment is the amount specified in Atlas’ tariff (a minimum of $10,000 of $6.00 per pound, whichever is greater).
_____ (initial) I select Full Value Protection, but declare that the value of my shipment is either: Lump Sum $ or per pound (must be more
than the greater of $10,000 or $6.00 per pound)
You must also select one of the following deductible amounts that will apply for your shipment (if you do not make a selection, no deductible will apply):

No Deductible ( ) (initial) $250 Deductible ( ) (initial) $500 Deductible ( ) (initial)
OPTION 2: Minimal Protection at 60 cents per Pound per Article. If any article is lost, destroyed or damaged while in Atlas’ custody, Atlas’ liability is limited to the actual weight of the lost, destroyed or damaged
article multiplied by 60 cents per pound per article.This liability level is provided at no charge. It is considerably less than the average value of household goods. By selecting this option, you are waiving Atlas’
liability for the full value of your household goods. If you do not select Minimal Protection, you will receive and will be charged for Full Value Protection, as outlined in option 1.

To waive Full Value Protection and to select Minimal Protection, you must write, on the line below, the words “60 cents per pound.”
I select Minimal Protection and understand that my shipment will be valued at .
Your signature is required here: I acknowledge that I have 1) selected FullValue Protection and declared a value for my shipment and a deductible amount, or 2) selected Minimal Protection and waived
Full Value Protection; and that I have received and have been given an opportunity to or have read a copy of Atlas’ Important Information Booklet explaining these provisions.

Customer’s Signature Date
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MAXIMUM
VALUATION OPTION A OPTION B OPTION C
(IN DOLLARS) NO DEDUCTIBLE (ALASKA*) $250 DEDUCTIBLE (ALASKA*) $500 DEDUCTIBLE (ALASKA*)

$ 10,000 $ 163 ($ 326) $ 114 ($ 228) $ 90 ($ 180)
15,000 198 ( 396) 140 ( 280) 109 ( 218)
20,000 231 ( 462) 160 ( 320) 128 ( 256)
25,000 275 ( 550) 194 ( 388) 153 ( 306)
30,000 327 ( 654) 230 ( 460) 181 ( 362)
35,000 379 ( 758) 266 ( 532) 209 ( 418)
40,000 430 ( 860) 302 ( 604) 237 ( 474)
50,000 486 ( 972) 340 ( 680) 271 ( 542)
60,000 560 ( 1,120) 392 ( 784) 322 ( 644)
75,000 645 ( 1,290) 464 ( 928) 396 ( 792)

100,000 798 ( 1,596) 615 ( 1,230) 520 ( 1,040)
125,000 955 ( 1,910) 760 ( 1,520) 650 ( 1,300)
150,000 1,120 ( 2,240) 918 ( 1,836) 791 ( 1,582)
175,000 1,285 ( 2,570) 1,080 ( 2,160) 955 ( 1,910)
200,000 1,450 ( 2,900) 1,245 ( 2,490) 1,125 ( 2,250)
225,000 1,615 ( 3,230) 1,415 ( 2,830) 1,290 ( 2,580)
250,000 1,783 ( 3,566) 1,580 ( 3,160) 1,455 ( 2,910)

Exceeding $250,000 $ .67 per $100 ($1.34 per $100) $ .58 per $100 ($1.16 per $100) $ .49 per $100 ($ .98 per $100)

*Charge applicable only to shipments transported to or from Alaska.

NOTE: The charge for valuation exceeding $250,000 shall be the applicable charge for the first $250,000 of declared or released value plus the applicable additional rate per $100,
or fraction thereof, for the amount of valuation in excess of $250,000.

Atlas Van Lines is not an insurance company; therefore, the options available under this item are contractual limits of liability as provided for in the I.C.C. Termination Act of
1995, Section 14706, and are not to be construed as “insurance.”

RATES EFFECTIVE ON SHIPMENTS PICKED UP JUNE 1ST, 2008 AND AFTER

Valuation
Protection Valuation Cost To Repair/ Claim Additional Cost
Comparison Charge Replace Stereo Settlement To Shipper

Basic 0 $1000.00 $6.00 $994.00
60¢ per lb. per (10 lbs. x 60¢)
Article Liability

FVP OPTION A $264.00* $1000.00 $1000.00 0

*$528.00 on an Alaskan shipment

•Full Value Protection Options are applicable to Household Goods shipments only.

•Your Atlas Agency representative can explain your options and you may select the plan that meets your needs.

•Reference should be made to Atlas’ tariff for a full description of these matters.

•Atlas is not an insurance company; therefore, the options available under this item are contractual limits of liability
as provided for in the I.C.C. Termination Act of 1995, Section 14706, and are not to be construed as “insurance.”
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